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ABSTRACT This paper discusses and illustrates recent
developments in the modeling and analysis of captur~

recaptu~e data for open populations. Results are presented
using a unified theory of cohort survival p~ooesse~~··Tne

statistical models for survival rat~~tima~ion_arer~p

resented as prOijucts of conditionally independent rnulti
nomials; this is achieved by always~ond·rtiOITinqDn the
knOwn number of releases ini tiating t~e <:;9,=,or1;s. Th,is
approach facilitates extension of the Jolly-Seber ~odel to
cont~ol-treatment studies, or other contexts wlier-e"com
parisen of population survival rates ..i.? of rrp::;t. inter-est.
f\lumerical computation of maximum likelihood survival and
capture rate estimators, under- any moder; 1rsea~ly acRieved
using iteratively-reweighted nonlinear least squa.r..es-.i-o-.S~

PROC f\JLnJ. In his classical paper-, J~~l_!:'__~_~.~~~)_~liust: _
rated his methods using summary statlstlc~ on femae
black-kneed cap'3ids <!?lepD?ridop!:erus anqulatus) 0 __ Here I·
use the entire data set on males and females to illustrate
survival rate estimaticn and fle:-:ible medp.ling of c::'-pture":'
recaptur-e data.
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In the analysis of capture-recapture data, successful parameter
estimation depends critically on using the correct model. However, we do
not know the correct model; consequently, much of the effort in a "good"
analysis of capture-~ecapturedata should be directed at model selection.
By "model" I primarily mean the structure of the expected recapture rates,
given the releases, expressed as functions of survival and capture
probabilities (0 and p, respectively). Also relevant, but not consider-ed
here, is the structure of the the expected captures of unmarked animals
as functions of 0, p and abundance parameters (N, or B).

The Jolly-Seber model provides a good starting point for considering
open population models (Jolly 1965, Seber 1965). The capture-recapture
Ii terature since 1965 is dominated by attempts to formulate al ter"native
models, both more general than, and special cases of, the Jolly-Seber
model, as well as explicit systems of models with associated formal model
selection procedures (see, e.g., Robson 1969, Pollock 1975, Arnason and
Baniuk 1980, Buckland 1980, Cormack 1981, Pollock 1981a, Sandland and
Kirkwood 1981, Jolly 1982, Brownie and Robson 1983, Crosbie and Manly
1985, Brownie et al. 1986, Burnham et al. 1987 and Clobert et al. 1987).
Moreover, it is clear that what is needed, and being sought, is a con
venient, unified theory for capture-recapture which allows easy model
formulation and analysis in the context of some standard statistical
theory, such as the log-linear approach of Cormack (1981). Recently,
Bro~lie and Robson (1983) pioneered the basis of another possible unified
approach to modeling and analysis of marked-animal cohort survival pro
cesses (see also Brownie et al. 1985: 170-175; also note that Cormack
1964 is relevant here). Capture-recapture models can be formulated using
multinomial and binomial models for first recaptures following the known
releases. Standard maximum likelihood analysis is then used. Burnham
:t al. (1987) elaborate on this approach for the analysis of survival
rates in capture-recature experiments.

BU'-nham et al. (1987) was in page proofs one year ago. Since then I
have realized how to implement numerical maximum likelihood estimation
of 0 and p in these models using iteratively reweighted nonlinear least
squares. In particular, PROC r"-JLIN in SAS (SAS 1985) can be used as a basis
for easy, flexible estimation of the 0 and p parameters in capture
recapture models. The objectives of this paper are to (1) outline the
underlying unified theory, and (2) illustrate flexible, numerical analysis
of capture-recapture data (re 0 and p) with the full black-kneed capsids
data of C. R. Muir (Muir 1957). Summary statistics for the female capsids
were used as an example by Jolly (1965), and in fact it was this study by
Muir which got George Jolly involved in capture-recapture (Jolly, personal
communication).

Sane General Capture-Recapture Theory

The notation of Burnham et al. (1987) is used here. L.et k be the
number of capture-release occasions, indexed as occasion i=l to k.
At each occasion there are releases; let h(i) stand for a capture history
at release time (occasion) i. When the value of i is clear from the
context, this notation is reduced to just "h." One fOrf'1at for the
complete data set is the complete capture history array: a listing of
every observed h(k) (i.e., capture history at the end of the study) and
the corresponding number of animals Xh , with final capture history h.
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When ther-e ar-e differ-ent gr-oups of animals the notation is extended by a
gr-oup index, v=1, ••. , V. For- example with males and females we have
{h, X~M' X~M) (see, e.g., Table 1). A negative XvM denotes that the
animals with that histor-y wer-e lost on the last captur-e indicated in
the str-ing of 1's (captur-ed) and O's constituting "h." The complete
captur-e histor-y ar-r-ay is a convenient way to summar-ize the data. !"lodels
and analysis methods can be based on this data r-epr-esentation, for- example
the loglinear- method of Cor-mack (1981) and the multinomial modeling of
Cr-osbie and Manly (1985). Ther-e ar-e, however-, str-ong advantages to
basing modeling and analysis on the data r-epr-esentation outlined below.

Let u~ be the number- of unmar-ked animals captur-ed at time i. Any
of these animals r-eleased at time i have histor-y h(1)=1 (for- i=l), or-
h(2)=01 (for- i=2) , or- h(3)=001 (for- i=3), and so for-tho Let R~M be the
number- of animals r-eleased at time i that have captur-e histor-y h (= h(i».
Let m~';h be the number- of animals, of the R~h' captur-ed again at ti~e j

and not captur-ed at times i +1 to j -1. Let r-~h be the sum m~ • .i.+1 . h+" ·+mi.hh
the total number- of animals, of the R~h, that ar-e ever- r-ecaptur-ed again.
Conver-sely, R~h-r-.i.h of this r-elease subcohor-t ar-e never- captur-ed again. The m.i.';h
r-epr-esent mutually exclusive events; a r-easonable model to assume is
that these mi.';h, j=i+1, ..• , k, ar-e multinomial r-andom var-iables given
the known r-eleases R~M' The data fr-om a captur-e-r-ecaptur-e study with
only one gr-oup (categor-y) of animals can be pr-esented, without loss of
infor-mation, as the statistics

U.i., i=l, ... , k
R~h' mi.';h, j=i+1, ... , k, h(i) E H(i), i=l, ... , k-l.

Her-e H<i) is just a symbol for- the set of all obser-ved captur-e histor-ies
in r-elease cohor-t i. Each h(i) defines a subcohor-t. If ther-e ar-e 2 or- mor-e
gr-oups we add the index v=1, .•. , V, e.g., '.lvi., RV.i.h' mV~';h' Numer-ous
summar-v statistics can be defined fr-om these basic var-iables, such as cohor-t
totals R~ and m.i.'; obtained by summing over- all subcohor-ts at time i,
and the total r-ecaptur-es on each occasion: m==m1=, m3=m13+ffi=3, and in gener-al
mj=m 1.;+·· ·+m';-1.J, j=3, ..• , k.

The pr-obability distr-ibution of a captur-e-r-ecaptur-e data set takes the
conceptual for-m Pr-{data) = Pr-Cfir-st captur-es)*Pr-{r-eleaseslcaptur-es)*
Pr-Cr-ecaptur-eslr-eleases}. An explicit for-m for- this Pr{data} can be given
(Bur-nham 1987. A unified appr-oach to an~mal release-r-esampling studies of
sur-vival. pr-ocesses and population estimation. f\Jor-th Car-olina State Univer-
sity, Institute of Statistics Mimeogr-aph Series 1698, Raleigh, f\C). It
suffices her-e to say that Pr-{fir-st captur-es)=Pr-Cu~, i=l, .•. , k) and
this ter-m is the only one involving the population abundance and recruit
ment par-ameter-s (f\) and B in Jolly 1965). Unless we make ver-y str-ong
assumptions about the r-ecr-uitment pr-ocess, ther-e is no infor-mation in thls
fir-st ter-m about the sur-vlval and captur-e par-ameter-s 0 and p. The second
ter-m, Pr-Creleaseslcaptur-es), is equivalent to the distr-ibution of losses
on captur-e given the captur-es (if ther-e ar-e no such losses this second ter-m
vanishes). Except under- extr-aor-dinar-y cir-cumstances, all the infor-mation
about 0 and p is in the term, Pr-Cr-ecaptur-eslr-eleases). For- pur-poses of
this paper-, this ter-m will now be expr-essed as 3 new ter-ms, Which will be
f8r-mally labelled as ter-ms 1. 2 and 3:

Pr-Crecaptur-eslr-eleases} =

=

PrCJS_MSS}*Pr-{cohortsIJ~_MSS}*

Pr-Csubcohor-tsicohor-ts}.
I

(ter-m l)*(ter-m 2)*(ter-m 3). ( 1 )
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He~e, JS_MSS denotes the component of the minimal sufficient statistic
unde~ the Jolly-Sebe~ model which comes f~om the ~ecaptu~es given ~eleases.

Coho~ts ~efe~s to the m~j data (given the R~); subcoho~ts ~efe~s to the m~jh'

He Jolly-Seber I"bc:le1

The Jolly-Sebe~ model assumes that the su~vival p~obability between
captu~e times i and i+1 (i=l, ... , k-l), and the captu~e p~obability at
time i a~e the same fo~ all animals in the population at ~isk of captu~e.

These pa~amete~s a~e 0~ and PL ~espectively. Fo~ a full discussion 0+ the
assumptions in captu~e-~ecaptu~esee Jolly (1965) o~ Pollock (1981b). The
st~ctu~e of the model, in te~ms of the m~j given R~ is

E(mL,i.+1)
E(mi..J)

= R,i. (0.i.pi.+1.) ,i=l, ... , k-l,
= RL(0LQi.+1)···(0j -=Qj-1) (0j - 1Pj) ,i=1, ... , k-l, j=i+1 • .••• k,

whe~e Qi.=l-pi.' The~e a~e 2k-3 estimable pa~amete~s: 0 L , i=l, ... , k-2,
Pi., i=2, ... , k-1, and the p~oduct 0k-1P~",

Given the assumption that the pa~amete~s depend only upon time and that
the ~ecaptu~es (m) given ~eleases (R) have independent multinomial
dist~ibutions, the minimal sufficient statistic (JS_MSS) is the sums ~~,

i=l, ... , k-1 and mj, j=2, ... , k-1. This JS_MSS has dimension 2k-3. Fo~

p~oofs and mo~e details see B~ownie and Robson (1983).
The dist~ibution of JS_MSS can be exp~essed as the p~oduct of 2k-3

conditional independent binomials. Befo~e that dist~ibution can be given
we need some mc~e notation. Define the totals TL, i=2, ... , k-1 as T==~l

and Tj =Tj - 1 - mj-1 + rj-1, j=3, , k-1. Define two functions of the basic
parameters: Ai.=E(rLIRL)/RL, i=l, , k-l, and Cj=E(mjITj)/Tj, j=2, ... , k-l.
As functions of the pa~amete~s, ~is best exp~essed recu~sively:

,i=l, ... , k-l,

using the convention that A~,=o. Note that A~-1=0~'-lP~,. It is easy to
compute these Ai. using backwa~ds ~ecu~sion. Finally,

,j=2, ... , k-l.

Let yin - bin(n,e) denote that given n, y is a binomial random variable
with sample size n and parameter e. Then

rLIRi. bin (RL ,).i.) ,i=l, ... , k-l,
(2)

mj ITj bin (Tj ,Cj) --'"J k-l.,J-..:.., ... ,

This defines the distribution of JS_MSS, hence term 1 in formula (1).
Under the assumption that the data fit the Jolly-Seber model. terms 2
and 3 in (1) are products of multiple hypergeometric dlstributions and these
terms p~ovide the basis of a fu 11 y-ef f ic ien t goodness of fit tes t to ':he
Jolly-Seber model (Pollock et al. 1985, Burnham et al. 1987).
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For inference about 0 and p, assuming the Jolly-Seber model fits, all that
is needed are these summary statistics and their distribut~on in (2) above.
~ote that any sub-model that is a special case of Jolly-Seber can be dealt
with by starting from (2). Such sub-models are, e.g., the p~ and/or the 0~

constant (Jolly 1982, Brownie et al. 1986) or modeling the survival rates as
functions of any time-varying variable (Clobert et al. 1987).

An immediate generalization is to allow V data sets, each one fitting
the Jolly-Seber model with parameters 0v~ and pv~, '1=1, ..• , V. In
particular" one might have data on adul t males and females, or control
and treatment population groups. Burnham et a1. (1987) give an extensive
treatment of this situation: testing goodness of fit, testing equality of
the parameters over groJps and parameter estimation for a class of models
having closed-form solutions. Also, Burnham et al. (!987) discuss using
program SURVIV (White 1983) to fit special cases of the Jolly-Seber model
using numerical methods. Properly implemented, the SAS PROC i'JLlf\J approach
bela'l, and use of program SURVIV will give the same results. The advantages
of this PROC f\L I f\J approach is that SAS is a readily available package on a
wide variety of machines and it is fairly easy to use, especially for anyone
who has already used SAS.

A-lalysis Using SAS

Given the distribution in (2) we can in principle impose constraints on
the parameters (then estimators are no longer closed-form) and compute the
maxinum likelihood estimates (MLE's). The problem is how to do this easily.
Using PROC NLIN (nonlinear least squares) in SAS (1985) provides one solution
to the computing problem.

For many statistical distributions, including binomials, the MLE's can
oe found using iteratively reweighted nonlinear least squares (see e.g.,
Jennrich and Moore 1975, Green 1984). The binomial case will be outlined here.
Let y~ - bin(n~,rr~(Q», independently for i=1, .•• , g. Let ~ be an
f-dimensional par-ameter vector with f Sg, and let the Tt~ be knOlNfl, well
behaved functions. Define weights WL by

WL =
n~

Tt ... (~) ( 1-TtL (~) )
, i=1, ... , g;

note that w~ is the reciprocal of the variance of the ratio y ... /nL.
The MLE can found as the value of ~ which minimizes the weighted residual
sum of squares,

g
2: wL«y ... /nL) - TtL(~»2

i=1

in terms of ~, provided that the weights, as functions of the parameters,
are recomputed at each step in the numerical optimization based on the
current value of ~. PROC NLIN in SAS has the capabi li ty to do thIS
iterative reweighting. PROC f\LIf\J "thinks" it is solving the regression
problem wherein the model is

,i=1, ... , g,
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with the va~iance of E~ being l/w~ and cr (o~ cr2 ) being an unknown pa~amete~

to be estimated f~om the ~esidual mean squa~e. Subject to the Jolly-Sebe~

~ssumptions, theo~etically cr2 =1. The SIGSQ=l option is used to fo~ce cr==l
athe~ than estimate it. This ~esults in PROC NLIN computing theo~etical

va~iances and cova~iances which a~e identical to the app~op~iate estimated
likelihood theo~1 va~iances.

Ve~sion 5 of SAS, and SAS for pe~sonal compute~s is even mo~e powerful.
In these ve~sions one can decla~e an alte~native loss function to be mini
mized (denoted in PROC t~IN as _LOSS_). Thus the negative of the log
likelihood function can be used di~ectly as the minimization c~ite~ion,

and SAS then p~ints out this (negative) log-likelihood value. It is still
necessa~y to decla~e the "~eg~ession" ve~sion of the model and to use the
SIGSQ=l option to fo~ce SAS to set cr2 =1.

One mo~e powe~ful advantage of PROC NLIN is that bounds can be put
on the pa~amete~s. In pa~ticula~, one can bound a rate pa~amete~ to be
between 0 and 1. This is useful even fo~ the fully-pa~ameterizedJolly
Seber Model because the closed-form MLE's of the 0~ can exceed 1 in
which case there a~e benefits of constraining them (Buckland 1980).

Examples Using the Black-kneed Capsids Data

The capsids data. In Aug. through Sept. 1955 Mr. C. R. Muir conducted a
captu~e-recaptu~e study of adult black-kneed capsids in an apple orchard
at the East MaIling Ag~icultural Resea~ch Station (Mui~ 1957). This insect
was impo~tant as a p~edato~ of orchard insect pests; this captu~e-recaptu~e

study was just one part of a research p~og~am in the o~chard. There were k=13
captu~e occasions. It often took 2 days to complete an "occasion;" treating
the midpoint of 2 days as the time instant of the occasion, c~rture occaSlons
iveraged 3.5 days apart. The times between occasions varied f~om 3 to 4 days.
Capsids we~e individually marked and thei~ sex determined. To analyze the
data Mr. Muir asked the station statistician, M~. G. M. Jolly, fo~ help.
At that time M~. Jolly had only a passing acquaintance with captu~e-recapture.

Out of this request fo~ help, came the now classic 1965 pape~ of Jolly
which uses summary statistics f~om the female capsids data as an example.

In the cou~se of work on Bu~nham et al. (1987) I asked M~. Jolly for the
full capsids data. He was able to secure for me a copy of the o~iginal

field reco~ds. The data were decoded and ente~ed to a data file as captu~e

histories. Table 1 sha~s a few example ~ecords. For just those ~ecords,

Table 2 shows the data refor"mated as subcoho~t releases and recaptu~es. The
full data set consists of 252 distinct capture histo~ies at occasion 13.

Using prog~am RELEASE, which implements theo~y in Bu~nham et al. (1987),
I tested the fit of the Jolly-Seber model. Chi-square goodness of fit tests
a~e computed based on terms 2 and 3 in fo~mula (1); these are TESTS 2 and
3 in RELEASE. The Jolly-Seber model is not rejected by either test fo~

eithe~ sex (the overall chi-squa~e goodness of fit is 130.2 on 130 df).
Burnham et dl. (1987) also give a test of the equallty of the male and
female su~vival and captu~e rates (TEST 1; it is based on term 1 in (1)).
That test p~oduces a chi-squa~e of 259.3 on 23 df (P=O). It is clea~ that
the male and female capsids had diffe~ent pa~amete~s, but sepa~ately they
fit a time-specific model.

Table 3 gives the usual summa~y statistics and the statistics needed
fo~ the distribution of JS_MSS. The data for the females diffe~ some f~om

what Jolly (1965) used. Upon seeing this, I ca~efully checked the ~aw data
.d the data ent~y. There we~e no e~~ors. The discrepancy cannot be resolved.

However, the parameter estimates under the Jolly-Seber model here and in
Jolly (1965) a~e very similar.
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The Jolly-Seber- model in PROC f\JLIN. Figur-e 1 shows the necessar-y code
to implement the Jolly-Seber- model numer-ically in PROC NLIN of SAS using the
JS_MSS (as per- the r-epr-esentation of for-mulae (2» as input. The numer-ical
solution conver-ged pr-oper-ly. Figur-e 2 shows the key output: the sum of loss
line (2368.882) is the negative log-likelihood function at its unconstr-ained
minimum; par-ameter- estimates, and their- standar-d er-r-or-s, agr-ee with r-esults
using explicit for-mulae for- these MLE's. f\lote that P1:3 is set to 1, so
S12 is r-eally S12*P13 (=01~P13)'

Star-ting values (lines 350-380 in Fig. 1) must be supplied. The
BOUNDS statement was inactivated in this r-un; a BOUNDS statement is
optional. Statements 440-490 compute the cur-r-ent values of A and ~.

Lines 550-560 set up the negative log-likelihood function. When welghts
ar-e used to get a weighted r-esidual sum of squar-esfor- the mOdel,
SAS then computes a weighted loss function, 2:;(_LOSS __*_WEIGHT_J; summation
is over- the obser-vations in the data set. Thus, it is necessar-y .In 1ine
560 to define _LOSS_ to SAS as the log-likelihood divided by the weigrlt.
Also, it is advisable to add code to guar-d against the case of r-i.=0 or
m~=O which would other-wise r-esult in an infinite weight and a zer-o
ar-gument to a log function. However-, in Fig. 1, I want to show the bar-e
minimum code r-equir-ed.

A cr-i tical point not so far- mentioned is that ther-e is in PROC f\JLIN a
solution method that does not r-equir-e analytical par-tial der-ivatives:
method DUD (Ralston and Jennr-ich 1978). If analytical par-tial der-ivatives
(of the model str-uctur-e) wer-e needed with r-espect to the par-ameter-s, this
analysis method would not be pr-actical. This is because it can be ver-y
difficult, and time consuming, to get the cor-r-ect der-ivatives and to code
them~ With this appr-oach using SAS one can tr-y differ-ent models in the
cour-se of a few minutes.

The unconstr-ained MLE of 0~ is 1.045 (se=O.lll). Re-r-unning the job
.-Ji th the bounds statement active (just r-emove the leading "*" on line
390, Fig. 1) gives, as expected, S2=1.0. Also affected ar-e Sl, S3, P2 and
P3, but only slightly, e.g. S3 becomes 0.895, compar-ed to 0.874 without
the constr-aint.

Restr-icted Models for- the Female Capsids. To fit a model with a
constant captur-e pr-cbability r-equires only a few changes to the code In
Fig. 1. Replace P2 thr-ough P12 in the PARAMETERS statement with the
single PCON, for- the constant captur-e pr-obability, p. Similady change
the bounds statement, if active bounds ar-e desir-ed, to r-efer-ence only
PCON as O<PCOf\I<l. f\lext, add lines 434-436 as shown in Fig. 3 to set each
P{I}~PCON (in this SAS code, PI and P{I) ar-e the same var-iable). Finally.
r-emove the P13=1.0 in line 440. Under- the constant Pi. model 0 k - 1 and p,
ar-e not confounded so the identifiability constr-aint P13=1.0 is not needed.
The tr-eatment of P1 r-emains ar-bitr-ar-y her-e although logically PCON would
be assumed to also estimate P1' (P1 shows up in the SAS code only because
I have an ar-r-ay for- the Pi. which is indexed fr-om 1 to 13).

In the analysis of var-iance table in Fig. 3 the weighted r-esidual SS
is asymptotically distr-ibuted as a centr-al chi-squar-e (10 df) if the
tr-ue model is Jolly-Seber- with constant Pi.' Thus, a quick test of this
hypothesis is pr-ovided by noting that 8.8 is not at all significantly
lar-ge for- a chi-squar-e on 10 df. In my opinion a better- test is the
likelihood r-atio test; her-e that test statistic is 2(2373.27-2368.88)=8.78
(10 df). The r-educed model fits quite well compar-ed to the full Jull y
Seber- model
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Let t~ be the time interval from occasion i to i+l. To get a model
with time-constant survival rate set 0 L=0**tL• Here 0 will be a daily
survival rate. Figure 4 shows the changes made to the code in Figure 1 to
get a fully-reduced model, i.e., constant p and 0. The t L for the capsids
study are implicit in Fig. 4. From Fig. 4 this constant p and 0 model does
not fit very well compared to the saturated Jolly-Seber model (e.g., a
we~ghted residual SS of 61.9 on 21 df, whereas the 11. critical level for
a central chi-square on 21 df is 38.9). The likelihood ratio test of this
2 parameter model vs. the 13 parameter model of Fig. 3 is 2(2399.6-2373.9)=
51.4 (11 df). The model with a constant p and varying daily survival rate
is acceptable; a constant p and 0 model does not fit the data.

T~e Male Capsids Data. From Table 3 we see that the male capsids data
are sparse for cohorts 10-12. The lack of recaptures for cohorts 11 and 12
(r 11=r 1==0.O) renders P11' P1= and 0 11 nonestimable (division by
zero occurs in an attempt to estimate them). However, there are still 23
estimable parameters in the saturated Jolly-Seber model; we may take them
to be 0 1 , ... , 0 1<:> , ),1 1, ). 1~ , p~, •.• , P1<:> , 1:11 and 1: L~ •

Tl,e SAS code to numerically fit this model is in Fig. 5. r\lote the
parameterization as Sl, ... ,510, LAMll , LAM12, P2, ... , P10, TAUll and
TAU12. The negative log-likelihood and estimated parameters are in Fig. 6.
SUb-models can be obtained by adding the necessary code and altering the
PARAMETERS and BOUNDS statements in Fig. 5. Alternatively, the SAS code
in Fig. 1 can be used as the starting point for suitably constrained mocels
because, e.g., if p is constant then 0 1 through 01~ are all mathe
maticallyestimable. For this latter model I get PCON=O.158 (se=O.Ol68) and
the log-likelihood = -898.552. The likelihood ratio test of the p-constant
model vs the p-varying (saturated) model gives a chi-square = 15.7 (10 df,
':>:=0.108) .

If there is a reason to suspect a trend in capture rates P1 to P9
a logit-linear model can be used. To model the log-odds of the PL as
linear on occasion (this is reasonable only if occasions are equally
spaced in time) replace P1 to P9 in the PARAMETERS statement by A=-l 8=0.
Then add to Fig. 5 the lines

00451
00452
00453
00454

DO J=2 TO 9;
TEMP=A+(B*(J-2»;
P{J}=l/(l+EXP(-TEt1P»;

END;

Convergence occurs easily with this model; log-likelihood = -891.311, 16
parameters. This further illustrates the ease of modeling using PROC I\LII\J.

Joint analys~s of female and male data. The flexibility and power of
this analysis method really becomes evident when explor~ng parsimonious
models for 2, or more, related data sets. One such model will be given by
way of illustration for the male and female data jointly. From separate
analyses, having constant capture rates over time (within sex) seems
tenable. It is also clear that the survival rates should be allowed to
vary by sex and time. However, perhaps female and male survival rates are
proportional. The s~mplest such model is to have 0""":i.=8*0+:i.. Figure 7

shows SAS code to fit this model to the male and female data (whereln 8
is denoted SRMDF for "Survival Rate of Male Divided by Female"). The model
.s set-up by lines 620 through 720 in Fig. 5. Figure 8 shoo...:s output fr-orn
this model fitting.
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The fit of this joint model is marginal. From the Jolly-Seber models
separate by sex, we get the log-likelihood of -3259.57 (=-2368.88-890.69)
for fitting a saturated joint model. From Fig. 7 the log-likelihood for
the "proportionality" model is -3283.79. The likelihood ratio statistic
is 48.44 on 31 df (P=0.024).

Discussicn

Complete flexibility is now possible in fitting models to capture
recapture data. The theory which makes this posslble is the modeling of
the data using conditional (on release) multinomial distributions,
thereby getting a simple, explicit and standard type of llkelihood for
the survival and capture parameters. The practical, comprehenslve analysis
of capture-recapture data is made possible by the sop~isticated computing
power now available, both in terms of hardware and software. In 8articular,
excellent derivative-free optimization algorithms are the key to the soft-·
~Bre power, especially when packaged in a product like SAS. Implementing
MLE via iteratively reweighted nonlinear least squares is just a device
for using SAS to get the MLE's; it would be more convenient to have an
equally flexible package directly computing likelihood inference.

The examples only touch the surface of what is possible. As suggested
by Clobert et al. (1987) we could reparameterize on logits. For example,
define, to SAS, the "survival" parameters as, say, LS and then set
SCI}=l/(l+EXP(-LS{I}» before compu~ingER~TIO. Such logits (LS) may be
more normally distributed than the p~ and 0~. Good confidence intervals
remain a concern in capture-recapture (Manly 1984). If the direct logit
transform does not solve the problem (I do not think it will), compute
likelihood intervals. With current software it takes same effort to get the
likelihood intervals, but it can be done and seems to be one of the few
justifiable methods when parameters are bounded and the MLE is on a
boundary.

The theory and methods here extend easily to capture-recapture models
more general than Jolly-Seber and to other cohort survival processes such
as bird banding models (Brownie et al. 1985). A first extension of Jolly
Seber is to allow a one-period ahead effect on either p and/or 0 after a
release. The model of Sandland and Kirkwood (1981) is such a generalization
wherein after a known release at time i the capture probability is pa.~+1 at
time i+1 and after that (given no capture at time i+1) it is Po.J, j>i+1.
The Sandland and Kirkwood model can be implemented in SAS. Another generali
zation is to allow age-specific effects if there are identifiable age
classes. Maximum likelihood estimation with SAS can be done for the
models of Pollock 1981a. The control-treatment release-recapture models
in Burnham et al. (1987) can be implemented in SAS. In these examples, the
advantage of using the approach given here would be the ability to explore
more restricted models, which do not have closed-form MLE's.

An integrated model and analysis that includes 0, p and population size,
~J (or recruitment, B) is possible. The theory exists because the distri
bution of the u~ is known. However, that distribution of initial captures
involves binomials where the sample size is i.tself a parameter. So far it
has not been possible to put that part of the problem into PROC ~LI~J. This
entails no loss of statistical efficiency unless one wants to place
restrictions (models) on the recruitment process, such as in Crosbie and
1anly (1985).
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The method outlined here is the last step in a thorough analysis of
a capture-recapture data set. First one should use programs like POPAI\/
(Arnason and Baniuk 1980), RELEASE (Burnham et al. 1987), and JOLLY or
JOLLYAGE (Brownie et al. 1986, Pollock et al. in prep) to do extensive
goodness of fit testing and comparisons between the standard models
fit by these programs. Once the search for a parsimonius and meaningful
model has focused on a class of models (such as to the time-specific
Jolly-Seber model), then intensive analysis of customized models can
begin. Then PROC NLIN in SAS, as illustrated here, can be very useful.
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Table 1. Example capture histories for the female (X-f'n) and male
(X",n) black-kneed capsids data of l"l1ir (1957); the entire data set,
as cc:mplete capture histories, has 252 distinct histories.

Capture X-f'h Xmh
History, h

00000000000 10 36 14
0000000001100 4 1
0000000101000 7 1
0000001000000 74 58
0000100110000 2 0
0000111001100 0 -1
0100110000000 0 2
l00000<YJOOOOO 30 97
1001000000000 3 5

Table 2. The full m-array representatien of female captures frc:m the
nine example capture histories data in Table 1; capture history is
cenditienal en release cx::casien, i· R-f'.>.n denotes number released; m-f'1.jn,
denotes ( first) recaptures, at cx::casien j, after release at cx::casien i.

Capture i R-f'l.h Recaptures, mf1.1h, at occasion j

History, h(i) j=2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

1 1 33 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1001 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
00001 5 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
0000001 7 74 0 0 0 0 0 0
OOOOO<Y)1 8 7 0 7 0 0 0
00001001 8 2 2 0 0 0 0
000010011 9 2 0 0 0 0
0000000001 10 4 4 0 0
OOOOOO() 10 1 10 7 0 0 0
00000000011 11 4 0 0
000000000001 12 36 0
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Table 3. ~ry statistics as an ( .....educed) m-a..........ay fo..... female
and male black-kneed capsids f .....an the study of M.1i..... ( 1957); unde.....
the Jolly-5ebe..... model (Jolly 1965, Seber 1965) the .....1. and mj a .....e
minimal sufficient statistics, i=2, . . . , 13, j=2, ... , 12•

i Rof'j. mof'j.i --C.:ti
j=2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

1 54 10 3 5 2 '""l 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 24"-

2 143 36 18 8 4 7 4 2 0 2 1 1 83
3 166 33 14 8 5 0 4 1 3 ? 0 71...>

4 202 30 20 10 3 2 2 1 1 2 71
5 185 ?'""l 22 9 7 2 (j 1 3 76'"""-
6 196 52 17 10 4 4 2 ? 92..)

7 230 42 27 17 8 6 2 102
8 164 49 21 11 4 10 95
9 160 ?? 16 11 9 69.-J.->

10 122 28 15 12 55
11 117 26 18 44
12 118 35 35

-----------
m-Fj 10 39 56 54 66 97 75 101 80 74 70 95
T of'j 24 97 129 144 166 192 197 217 185 160 130 95

l Rmj. 1Tlmj. i ~

j=2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

1 134 19 10 6 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 37
2 156 24 8 9 3 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 48
? 173 24 2 5 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 35'""
4 190 23 6 1 4 0 0 1 0 0 35
5 171 15 7 2 3 2 0 0 0 29
6 140 17 5 2 0 0 0 1 25
7 93 4 1 3 1 0 0 9
8 84 6 2 1 0 0 9
9 48 3 2 1 0 6

10 24 3 1 1 5
11 24 0 0 0
12 17 0 0

---- ----- --
ITlmj 19 34 38 35 29 30 15 13 12 8 3 2
T mj 37 66 67 64 58 54 33 27 20 13 5 '"")

..:..



00010
00050
00060
00070
00080...
00190
00200

•• •
00300
00320
00330
00340
00350
00360
00370
00380
00390
00400
00410
00420
00430
00440
00450
00460
00470
00480
00490
005(JO
00510
00520
00530
00540
00550
00560

DATA;
II\PUT K II\lDEX$ I 5IZE COUNT;
RATIO=COUl\JT/5IZE;

CARD5;
13 R 1 54 24

• • • (data for- r-~ given Rio , i=2, ... , 11 not shown)
13 R 12 118 35
13 T 2 24 10

• • • • • (data for- m.:J given Tj ,
j_7 11 not shown)--..J , ... ,

13 T 12 130 70
PROC NLIN METHOD=DUD 5IG5Q=1.;
ARRAY 5{12} 51-512;
ARRAY P{13} P1-P13;
PARAMETER5 51=.8 52=.8 53=.8 54 =.8 55 =.8 56 =.8

57=.8 58=.8 59=.8 510=.8 511=.8 512=.8
P2=.25 P3=.25 P4=.25 P5 =.25 P6 =.25 P7 =.25
P8=.25 P9=.25 P10=.25 P11=.25 P12=.25;

* BOUND5 0<51<1, 0<52<1, 0<53 <1, 0<54 <1, 0<55 <1, 0<56 <1,
0<57<1, 0<58<1, 0<59 <1, 0<510<1, 0<511<1, 0<512<1,
O<P2<1, 0<P3<1, 0<P4 <1, O<PS <1, 0<P6 <1, O<P7 <1,
0<P8<1, 0<P9<1, 0<P10<1, O<P11<l, 0<P12<1;

Pl=O; P13=1.0; LAMBDA=O.O;
DO J=K-1 TO I BY -1;

LAMBDA=S{J}*(P{J+l}+«1-P{J+1})*LAMBDA»;
END;
IF II\IDEX='R' THEN ERATIO=LAMBDA;

ELSE ERATIO=P{I}/(P{I}+«1.-P{I})*LAMBDA»;

MODEL RATIO = ERATIO;

_WEIGHT_=SIZE/(ERATIO*(1.-ERATIO»;

TEi"P= (COUl\JT*LOG(ERATIO> )+ ( (SI ZE-COUI\IT) *LOG( l-ERATIO> ) ;
_LOSS_=-TEMP/_WEIGHT_;

Fig. 1. The minimum SAS code needed to compute the maximum likelihood
estimates of 0 and p for- the Jolly-Seber- Model; the input data used (not
all lines of it ar-e shown) ar-e the minimal sufficient statistics for the
female black-kneed capsids (Muir- 1957, Jolly 1965) under- the Jolly-Seber
model; line number-s and blank lines wer-e added to aid in pr-esentation and
discussion of the code.
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NON-L If\EAR LEAST SQUARES SUMMARY STAT IST ICS , DEPENDENT ljARIABLE: RAT I0

DF WEIGHTED SS

23 2841 .4297359
0 0.0000000

23 2841 .4297359

22 63.4524645
2368.8824582

REGRESSION 123.5404233
RESIDUAL 0.0000000
Uf\CORRECTED TOTAL

(CORRECTED TOTAL)
SUM OF LOSS ( = - loq-likelihood)

PARAMETER ESTIMATE

Sl 0.631860776
S2 1.044788956
S3 0.874287849
S4 0.666549961
S5 0.690566732
S6 0.760837669
S7 0.642954617
S8 0.987653795
59 0.729416467
S10 0.852843232
Sll 0.787677281
S12 0.296610169
P2 0.293079096
P3 0.223360490
P4 0.212370473
P5 0.197745013
P6 0.236522281
P7 0.311680947
P8 0.262595364
P9 0.272983664
P10 0.255665304
P11 0.244481160
P12 0.257082895

ASYMPTOTIC
STD. ERROR

O. 10628284876
0.11099508876
O. 10806684315
0.08178264958
0.07490871725
0.07271115787
0.05809526318
0.09616624802
0.08765730567
O. 11839846444
0.13115340975
0.04204845639
0.08705161056
0.03915847541
0.03374631217
0.03067532532
0.03175587944
0.03479260099
0.03120009381
0.03250080282
0.03405035730
0.03662964003
0.04316148561

NOTE: STANDARD ERRORS COMPUTED USING SIGSQ = 1

Fig. 2. Key output f~om the SAS code in Fig. 1; the ite~ative p~ocedu~e

to find the estimates conve~ged; the estimates and thei~ standa~d e~~o~s

a~e identical to ~esults p~oduced with the closed-fo~m fo~mulae fo~ the
maximum likelihood ~esults unde~ the Jolly-Sebe~ model.
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•••
PARAMETERS 51=.8 52=.8 53=.8 54 =.8 55 =.8 56 =.8

57=.8 58=.8 59=.8 510=.8 511=.8 512=.8
PCON=.2;

* BOUNDS 0<51<1, 0<52<1, 0<53 <1, 0<54 <1, 0<55 <1, 0<56 <1,
0<57<1,0<58<1,0<59 <1,0<510<1,0<511<1.0<512<1,
O<PCON<l;

00350
00360

>00370
>00380
00390
00400

>00410
>00420
00430

>00434
)00435
>00436
00440

DO J=2 TO 13;
P{J)=PC01\J;

END;
P1=0; LAMBDA=O.O;

50URCE

REGRE55 I Of\J
RE5IDUAL
UNCORRECTED TOTAL

(CORRECTED TOTAL)
5UM OF LOS5

DF WEIGHTED 55

13 2828.1104845
10 8.7620265
23 2836.8725110

22 63.2371756
2373.2690762

WEIGHTED M5

217.5469603
0.8762027

( = - log-likelihood)

PARAMETER

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
510
511
512
PCON

E5TIMATE

o.65070650 1
0.996329491
0.830993926
0.637195561
0.718919377
0.847713571
0.610036053
1.018955533
0.709766800
0.834852186
0.809092992
1 . 1673085.33
0.250936690

A5YMPTOTIC
5TD. ERROR

O. 10328666951
0.08522365006
0.07626432419
0.05892305338
0.06085674848
0.06603788121
0.04828335586
0.07688920410
0.06446824831
0.08137611661
0.08753249145
0.13152248360
0.01086588653

Fig. 3. Alter-ed and added code <lines indicated by")") to change fr-om the
Jolly-5eber- model code in Fig. 1 to a model with constant captur-e r-ate
PCON; also shown is a key par-t of the 5A5 output fr-om r-unning thlS
model (par-ameter- estimates wer-e not bounded).
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PARAMETERS SDAV=.8 PCON=.2;
* BOUNDS O<SDAV<l, O,PCON<l;
Sl=SDAV**3.5; S2=SDAV**3.0; S3=SDAV**4.0;
S5=SDAV**4.0; S6=SDAV**3.0; S7=SDAV**3.5;
S9=SDAV**3.5; S10=SDAV**3.0; Sll=SDAV**4.0;
DO J=2 TO 13;

P{J}=PCON;
END;
P1=O; LAMBDA=O.O;

S4=SDAV**3.0;
S8=SDAVU3.5;

S12=SDAV**3.0;

SOURCE

REGRESSION
RESIDUAL
UNCORRECTED TOT~_

(CORRECTED TOTAL)
SUM OF LOSS

DF WEIGHTED SS

2 2779.5777020
21 61.8774339
23 2841.4551359

22 65.6963314
2399 .5911136

WEIGHTED MS

1389.7888510
2.9465445

( = - log-likelihood)

PARAMETER

SDAV
PCON

ESTIMATE ASVMPTOTIC
STD. ERROR

0.9313858542 0.00349320369
0.2574917154 0.01109920572

Fig. 4. To get a fully reduced "Jolly-Seber model," i.e. constant p (peON)
and constant daily survival rate (SDAV), replace lines 350-440 in Fig. 1
with the SAS code shown here; also shown here are key parts of the SAS
output for this fully reduced model.
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DATA;
INPUT K INDEX$ I 5IZE COUNT;
RATIO=COUI\JT151 ZE;

CARD5;
13 R 1 134 37

00010
00050
00060
00080
00090... • • • •

MODEL RATIO = ERATTO;

13 T 12 5 3
PROC I\JL IN I"ETHOD=DUD 5 IG5Q=1 . ;

IF ERATIO>O AND ERATIO< 1 THEN
_WEIGHT_=51 ZEI (ERATIO* ( 1. -ERA I 10) ) ;
EL5E _WEIGHT_=1 ;

P1=0; P11=1.0; Pl2=1.0; P13=1.0; 511=0.0; 512=0.0;
LAMBDA=O.O;
DO J=K-1 TO I BY -1;

LAM8DA=5{J}*(P{J+1)+«1-P{J+1)*LAM8DA»;
EI\ID;
IF INDEX='R' THEN DO;

ERATIO=LAMBDA;
IF 1=11 THEN ERATIO=LAM11;
IF 1=12 THEN ERATIO=LAM12;
END;

EL5E DO;
ERATIO=P{I)/(P{I)+«l-P{I})*LAMBDA»;
IF 1=11 THEN ERATIO=TAU11;
IF 1=12 THEN ERATTO=TAU12;
END;

ELSE AA=O;
ELSE BB=O;

52=.5 53=.5 54=.5 55=.5 56=.5 57=.5
59=.5 510=.5 LAM11=.0 LAM12=.0
P3=.2 P4=.2 P5=.2 P6=.2 P7=.2
P9=.2 Pl0=.2 TAU11=.6 TAU12=.6;

0<52<1, 0<53<1, 0<54<1, 0<S5 <1,
0<57< 1, 0<S8< 1, 0<S9<1, 0<510< 1,
0<P3<1, 0<P4<1, 0<P5<1, O<P6<1, 0<P7<1,
0<P9<1, 0<P10<1, 0<TAU11<1, 0<TAU12(1;

51-512;
P1-P13;
51=.5
58=.5
P2=.2
P8=.2
0<51<1,
0<56<1,
0<P2<1,
0<P8<1,

BOUND5

ARRAY 5(2)
ARRAY P(3)
PARAr'ETERS

IF ERATIO>O THEN AA=LOG(ERATIO);
IF ERATIO<l THEN 88=LOG(1.-ERATIO);
TEMP=(COUNT*AA)+«5IZE-eOUNT)*8B);
_LOS5_=-TEMP/_WEIGHT_;

00310
00330
00340
00350
00360
00370
00380
00390
00400
00410
00420
00430
00440
00450
00460
00470
00480
00490
00500
00510
00520
00530
00540
00550
eXl560
00570
00580
00590
00600
00610
00620
00630
00640
00650
00660
00670
00680
00690
00700

Fig. 5. 5A5 code used to get the maximum likelihood estimates of 0 and p
fo~ the Jolly-5ebe~ model with the male capsids data; the input data
a~e the minimal sufficient statistics (J5_~G5).
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REGRESSION
RESIDUAL
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(CORRECTED TOTAL)
SUM OF LOSS
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DF WEIGHTED 55

23 816.38777618
0 0.00000000

23 816.38777618

22 218.42040425
890.69397659

WEIGHTED MS

35.49512070
0.00000000

( = - log-likelihood)

PARAMETER

51
52
53
54
55
56
S7
58
59
S10
LAMll
LA/"112
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
PI0
TAU 11
TAU12

ESTIMATE

0.5783582091
0.8959040961
0.5901130189
0.5929276329
0.5596491265
0.9193121581
0.5366569128
0.4960317468
0.3150000003
0.2083333333
0.0000000000
0.0000000000
0.2451612902
0.1769253642
O. 1944444443
0.1699029118
0.1515151490
0.1079136717
0.0819672042
O. 1039999996
0.2380952376
0.6153846154
0.6000000000

ASYMPTOTIC
STD. ERROR

0.10908135019
0.17193372200
0.12704913011
0.13521889098
0.13785027199
0.32861992568
0.24061628362
0.24170144061
0.16217537204
0.08289816935
0.00000000111
0.00000000733
0.06481033300
0.04209747325
0.04544179148
0.04272007267
0.04103969646
0.04032621559
0.03550586683
0.05055056786
O. 10988046879
o. 13493200297
0.21908902300

Fig. 6. Key SAS output from fitting the saturated Jolly-Seber model to
the male capsids data using the SAS code in Fig. 5.
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00010
00050
00060
00070
00080

DATA;
INPUT SEX$ K INDEX$ I 5IZE COUNT;
RATIO--COUNT/5IZE;

CARD5;
F 13 R 1 54 24

••• • ••• • •

MODEL RATIO = ERATIO;

IF ERATIO>O AND ERATIO<l THEN
_WEIGHT_=SIZE/(ERATIO*(l.-ERATIO»;
ELSE _WEIGHT_=1. ;

DATA; SET TWO; /* COMPUTE SQUARED, NORMALIZED RESIDUALS *1
CHISQ=RATIO - ERATIO;
CHISQ=CHI5Q*CHISQ*SIZE/(ERATIO*(1-ERATIO»;

PROC PRINT;

M 13 T 12 5 3
PROC /\LIN !"ETHOD=DUD 5IGSQ=1. t"
ARRAY 5C12} 51-512; ,-
ARRAY P{13} P1-P13;
PARAMETERS 51=.8 52=.8 53=.8 54=.8 55=.8 56=.8

57=.8 S8=.8 S9=.8 S10=.8 S11=.8 512=.8
PMALE=.15 PFEMALE=.25 SRMDF=.75;

BOUNDS O<Sl, 0<S2, 0<53, 0<54, 0<S5, 0<S6, 0<S7, 0<58, 0<.S9,
0<S10, O<Sll, 0<S12, o<PMALE , o<PFEMALE, O<5RMDF;

ELSE AA=O.O;
ELSE 88--0.0;

OUTPUT OUT=TWO P=ERATIO R=RESIDS;

IF ERATIO>O THEN AA=LOG(ERATIO>;
IF ERATIO<l THEN 8B=LOG(1.-ERATIO);
T~P=(COUNT*AA)+«SIZE-COUNT)*88);

LOSS =-TEMPI WEIGHT •- - - -,

IF SEX='M' THEN PC=PMALE; ELSE PC=PFEMALE;
DO J=l TO 13;

P{J)=PC;
END;
IF SEX=' M' THEN FAC=SRMDF; ELSE FAC=l.;
LAMBDA=O.O;
DO J=K-1 TO I BY -1;

LAMBDA=(S{J)*FAC)*(P{J+1}+«1-P{J+1)*LAMBDA»;
END;
IF INDEX='R' THEN ERATIO=LAMBDA;

ELSE ERATIO=P{ I)/ (P{ I )+« 1.-P{ I) *LAMBDA) ) ;

00520
00530
00540
00550
00560
00570
00580
00590
00600
00610
00620
00630

. 00640
00650
00660
00670
00680
00690
00700
00710
00720
00730
00740
00750
00760
00770
00780
00790
00800
00810
00820
00830
00840
00850
00860
00870
00880
00890
00900

Fig. 7. SA5 code used to get the maximum likelihood estimates of 0 and p
under the proportionality model for the joint analysis of the female
and male capsids data; input data are the separate minimal suffic2ent
statistics (JS_MS5) for females and males.



SOURCE

REGRESSION
RESIDUAL
UNCORRECTED TOTAL

(CORRECTED TOTAL)
SUM OF LOSS
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OF

15
31
46

45

WEIGHTED 55

3630.4138029
40.8056670

3671.2194699

502.4760777
3283.7880001

WEIGHTED M5

242.0275869
1.3163118

( = - log-likelihood)

PARAMETER

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
510
511
512
PMALE
PFEMALE
5RMDF

ESTIMATE

0.765409878
1.030986631
0.832016498
0.664863549
0.712054069
0.856763266
0.605919798
0.971788533
O. 711 756066
0.852055508
0.782686338
1.132987942
O. 166778450
0.249997448
0.747500908

ASYMPTOTIC
STD. ERROR

0.08313774439
0.07375562610
0.06484330243
0.05216473620
0.05354383095
0.06125679050
0.04548736195
0.07106438045
0.06160583043
0.08010304218
0.08296160196
0.12626904575
0.01567718261
0.01084282574
0.02896779703

7ig. 8. Key SAS output from fitting the proportionality model to the
female and male capsids data; unconstrained maximum likelihood
estimates are shown for Sl-S12, the survival rates of the female
capsids, SRMDF, the ratio of male to female survival rates (assumed
here to be constant over time), and the constant capture probab~lities

PMALE and PFEMALE.


